WRITING EXAM
Error Identification (GAT)
เทคนิคพิชิต Error!

Directions: Choose the underlined part that is grammatically wrong.
21. Facebook (1) has acknowledged (2) to be the (3) world’s (4) number one social network site,
attracting users of all (5) ages.
22. (1) Around 80 percent of water pollution (2) is caused by people (3) throw household
(4) garbage and (5) unwanted items into the water.
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Error Correction (O-NET)
Directions: Choose the BEST correction for each underlined part.
Books are wonderful friends. They tell us stories, (23) give to us information and make our imaginations
(24) works. There are all kinds of shapes and sizes of books on (25) more differently subjects.
23. 1. giving to us information
2. to be giving us information
3. to give to us information
4. giving us information
5. give us information
24. 1. work
3. worked
5. working

2. will work
4. to work

25. 1. much differently
3. much more different
5. many more differently

2. many different
4. much more differently

Sentence Completion (O-NET)
Directions: Read each sentence and choose the alternative that BEST completes it.
26. John __________ a hardware shop in a small village for five years before he moved to the city.
1. runs
2. has run
3. has been running
4. had been running
5. would have run
27. Wrapped and addressed, __________.
1. I handed the parcel to a clerk for weighing
2. the parcel was handed by a clerk for weight
3. a clerk was handed the parcel to weigh
4. the parcel was handed to a clerk to weigh
5. I handed a clerk to weigh the parcel
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Paragraph Organization
Paragraph Outline
Topic Sentence

(กว้าง ครอบคลุม ไม่มีค�ำเชื่อมและ Pronoun)
Supporting Sentence 1
Example
Supporting Sentence 2
Example
Supporting Sentence 3
Example

Concluding Sentence

(ใจความเดียวกับ Topic Sentence)

Supporting Sentences มักขึ้นต้นด้วย Transitional Word เช่น
Firstly, To start with,
Secondly, Moreover,
Lastly, Eventually, Ultimately, Last but not least
Examplesอาจขึ้นต้นด้วยค�ำว่า ….
For example, For instance, To illustrate
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Sample Paragraph
P’Nan stays single for three reasons. Firstly, she is too busy to be in a relationship, for she spends
most of her time teaching and taking care of her students. Not surprisingly, students are her top priority.
Secondly, P’Nan has been waiting for the one who is qualified enough to see her. To illustrate,
P’Nan was once in a relationship with James, but he was too demanding and thereby seemed like
a burden to P’Nan.  Lastly, no one actually wants to be with her as she cannot do what a wife is supposed
to do. For example, she doesn’t even know that water is needed to boil something. In short, P’Nan
would be better off being alone for the rest of her life.

ลักษณะข้อสอบ Paragraph Organization

9 วิชา (ปีล่าสุด)
1. A. xxxxxxxx
B. xxxxxxxx
C. xxxxxxxx
D. xxxxxxxx
E. xxxxxxxx
1. E-A-C-D-B
2. D-A-B-E-C
3. C-A-B-D-E
4. B-C-E-A-D
5. A-B-E-C-D

9 วิชา (ปีก่อน)

GAT

____________.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx (A)____________.(B)xxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
(C) xxxxxxxxx (D) xxxxxxxxxxx
(E) xxxxxxxxx (F) xxxxxxxxxxxx
1. What is the best topic sentence? (H) xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
(I) xxxxxxxxxxxxx (J) xxxxxxxx
(K) ____________.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx____________.
1. What is the best topic sentence?
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
2. What is the supporting sentence?

2. meaning of the highlighted part
3. Which sentence does not belong?

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 4. Which sentence can be added
____________.
after D
3. What is the concluding sentence 5. What is the concluding sentence?
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Directions: Choose the correct answers that show the logical sequences.
28. A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Such friends can share bad or good life events.
In short, good and balanced human interaction is very necessary for the survival of everyone.
In fact, none of us has a complete and satisfying life if we lack faithful friends.
These happy moments and unbearable events of life make us who we are.
Friendship is the most valuable relationship in the life of a person.

1. A-B-C-E-D
2. E-D-C-B-A
3. E-B-D-A-C
4. A-B-D-E-C
5. E-C-A-D-B
Trick: หาประโยคแรกให้เจอ
1 มักกว้าง ครอบคลุม
2. ไม่มี Connector
3. ไม่มี Pronoun: this, that, these, those, they
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Paragraph Organization (GAT)
Directions: Choose the best answer.

(A) The school fair is next week, and tickets have just gone on sale. (B) We are selling a limited
number of tickets at a discount, so move fast and get yours while they are still available.
(C)________________! (D) First, the school fair is great value when compared with other forms of
entertainment. (E) Also, your ticket purchase will help our school, and when you help the school, it
helps the entire community. (F) _____________________! (G) Every ticket you purchase enters you
into a draw to win fabulous prizes. (H) The prizes will be drawn by our school principal. (I) And don’t
forget that you will have mountains of fun because there are acres and acres of great rides, fun
games, and attraction! (J) Spend time with your family and friends at our school fair. (K) ________________!
29. Which one can be added in (C) to make a good paragraph?
1. This is an event you should not miss
2. This event is held every year at this time
3. This is an opportunity for everyone to donate
4. The money from selling the tickets will be wisely spent
5. The school fair is for people of all ages
30. Which one can be added in (F) to make a good paragraph?
1. What a wonderful event
2. But that’s not all
3. Enjoy yourselves until the last minute
4. Life is full of excitement
5. Buy one, get one free
31. Which one does NOT seem to belong?
1. B
2. E
4. H
5. J

3. G

32. Which one has the closest meaning to the highlighted part?
1. we have a lot of space where kids can run around
2. attractions take up a lot of space
3. A lot of bus rides are offered to everyone
4. some games involve riding on horseback in a field
5. there are a number of activities to enjoy
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33. What is the best sentence to conclude this paragraph in (K)?
1. Thank you for your attention
2. All the best to every one of you
3. Look forward to seeing you at the fair
4. Get ready and book more tickets
5. What a wonderful world
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CONVERSATION EXAM
Situational Dialog (O-NET)
Directions: Read each situation and choose the best alternative.
34. Situation: Jill and Jeff were friends in high school. They have not seen each other for a few years.
Jill greets Jeff saying: __________.
1. Hi Jeff. How do you do?
2. Hello, Jeff. Where are you going?
3. My name’s Jill. What do you do?
4. How are you, Jeff? Long time no see.
5. I don’t think we’ve met. My name’s Jill.
35. Situation: Ken is invited to a party at his friend’s house, but he can’t go. He says: __________
1. Well, maybe I can make it.
2. Sorry, I don’t mean to keep myself busy.
3. I’d love to but I need to study for my exam.
4. I’m very sorry for not showing up at the party.
5. Oh, that’s interesting. Talk to you later.

Dialog Completion
Directions: Choose the best answer.
A person new in town
Lucas: Excuse me. ________36________. Could you tell me how I can get to the train station?
Sean: No problem. Keep walking straight ahead then take the first right and it’s across from
the bus station. ________37________.  
Lucas: Thank you so much! I ________38________ because I have only been in Los Angeles
for 2 days.   
Sean: Oh, ________39________. My wife and I moved here 6 mounts ago, and I still don’t know
how to find certain places! Los Angeles is so big.
Lucas: Just to ________40________ ……. Keep walking straight ahead and take the first right.
Then it’s across from the bus station. Is that correct?
Sean: Yes, that’s correct. Good luck!
Lucas: Thanks for helping me. Bye!
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36. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

You seem to be lost
The train station is not far from here
I’m glad it’s not raining
I’m sure you know me
I’m sorry to trouble you

37. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

You’ll be happy to see it
It’s cheaper to take a bus
You can’t miss it
You should ask another person
My directions are the best in town

38. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

don’t know how to get anywhere yet
need to meet an old friend
don’t have a car yet
need to buy some train tickets
need to make connections with people

39. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

cars can be quite expensive
neighbors can be quite helpful
people here are nice
I know that feeling
we love the place

40. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

describe the situations
double-check
make sure that you are reliable
appreciate your help
get used to the place
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